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Background
Growing up, 1was the student who hated to go to math class. 1was not bad at
math, 1just could not seem to find a way to make it interesting or exciting. 1had trouble
understanding the purpose of math and how it was applicable to my own life. Word
problems were my worst enemy; I appreciated the attempt to make math seem relatable,
but never saw the use. Many of these problems involved building or buying something;
topics 1had no experience with in elementary school. I did not see why 1 needed to know
the exact measurements of my yard, or how much I would save if my favorite cereal was
12% off. Nevertheless, I did my homework, studied for tests, and ended up getting all
As and Bs throughout elementary and high school. 1 could do the math because 1
memorized the steps and did everything according to the example in the textbook or my
notes. 1 did not comprehend a single step or see the purpose of the problem or equation.
Because of this, 1 could not explain why 1 could solve the problem or why I did it a
certain way. My response when my teacher asked me how I solved a problem was "I
followed the steps in the textbook." I knew she was looking for the reason behind each
step, but at that point, I could not tell her because 1 did not know.
It was not until 1 got to college when 1 really began to love doing math; 1 actually
looked forward to doing my homework. My first semester I was enrolled in a children's
literature class and "Dimensions of Numerical Reasoning" which was the core math class
for education majors. I was really struggling in my math class, as most students were;
because it had us think about math in a way I had never had to before. When we were
given the problem 2 + 2 we were asked to solve then explain why it was equal to 4. 1 did
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fine with these problems, but when I was asked to explain more complex problems
involving algebra, I was stuck because I could not use the response I used so often in
elementary school. Being challenged to think about math in this way was difficult for me
and I spent much time trying to figure out each assignment. As I was working on my
time unit for my math class I was reading Brian Selznick's (2007) The Invention of Hugo
Cabret in my children's lit class. This book focuses on a young boy who winds and fixes
clocks. Because of the heavy focus on clocks and time, something clicked with me, and I
was suddenly able to relate this book to my math work. I could visualize the illustrations
from Hugo while working on my math homework; while reading, I suddenly looked for
more ways to relate this to my math. This semester was pivotal in my journey to become
a teacher. As I worked through these classes, I was able to make more connections
between my math and reading and started to really appreciate the math I was doing.
I attribute my understanding of math to these two courses because by being able
to find a connection, I was then able to understand a problem I had no understanding of
before. Seeing this understanding stem from a connection I was able to make gave me so
much confidence in what I was doing. This confidence actually made me want to do my
math homework and see if I could start to think about each problem a little more in hopes
of either finding more connections or ways to explain how I was able to solve the
problem and complete the work. Because I had this confidence, I was able to look
through other problems on various topics and began to piece together all of the purposes
behind each specific problem. I had a new level of confidence with math that was
shocking to me, and even more surprising to my family who always had the privilege of
watching me struggle with math all throughout school. After that semester, the student
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who hated math as an elementary student had grown to love the subject and longed to
take another math class.
Throughout my remaining education classes, I continued to love math and find
connections all around me. A majority of my connections came from literature as I was
working on assignments for my reading practicum simultaneously with my math
practicum. Throughout these classes, I was inspired to find ways to integrate literature
into the math curriculum. As I was working on my reading practicum, I would read a
book and instantly think "that would be great to try with an early division lesson!" or do a
math problem in class and think "this problem relates so well to The Cat in the Hat!"

As

I had these thoughts, I realized how easy it would be to integrate these two subjects and
create lessons based on a particular children's book. Through my practica, I would teach
a few lessons a week and began to try and add some literature into each lesson. I began
to wonder how I could integrate the curriculum and what I could do as a student teacher
to tryout some of the ideas I had been working with through my practicum. As a result
of creating this integrated curriculum, I wanted to create a math environment full of
literature and connections for students, thus making math a more relatable and enjoyable
subject for all students. Through this research, I set out to answer the following questions
in regard to an integrated curriculum:
How do teachers incorporate children's literature into math lessons?
How do teachers integrate lessons through children's literature?
Literature Review
Upon researching the topic of an integrated curriculum, two major topics emerged
in the literature. Researchers have provided information on why we should integrate the
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math and English curriculums as well as how to successfully integrate. These two
subcategories are helpful for developing an integrated curriculum because they provide
answers to two fundamental questions: how and why. Various sources are in agreement
over the purposes for an integrated curriculum while there is a plethora of strategies to try
when building the curriculum.
Purpose
There is a common understanding that students are either math oriented or
literature oriented, and it is very rare to find someone who is both. Cullinan (1993)
supports this theory and explains the reasons behind why some students struggle to feel
confident in their math. He explains that students see themselves as readers and writers
because they are "studying" topics that interest them. Math is more difficult because
students do not see themselves as mathematicians. So, literature says it can be beneficial
to teach math with literature in mind, allowing all students to find a connection to the
subject. For example, Marilyn Burns (1992) is quoted in Bittner's (2014) presentation as
saying "Students for whom math is their first love learn to look at books in a new way;
students who love to read but math isn't their 'thing' are helped to experience math the
same way they already enjoy the wonder of books". The benefits of integrating math and
literature are limitless. Integration provides a way for students to connect multiple
content areas and build confidence in their learning by relating it to what they already
know and love. Additionally, Shatzer (2008) explains when the context is relatable,
students are able to gain a better understanding of math. Cullinan (1993) explains this by
saying "After all, it is our experience that elementary students at all levels share a love of
good stories and well-illustrated picture books" (p. 63).

5
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If challenging subjects, such as math, are presented in an integrated way, it
becomes less intimidating for students and more entertaining. It is a great way to
incorporate all learning styles and abilities in the classroom. Additionally, students
become more comfortable talking and writing about the subjects in their daily
conversations (Price, 2009).

As a result, confidence is built in the areas of math and

literature (Thrailkill, 1994). Along with this built confidence comes a greater
understanding for many math concepts. Shatzer (2008) explains when children learned
math in an integrated way, they gained a better understanding of the topic (p. 650). Bell
(2013) adds that when teaching math through literature, teachers are able to help expand
the imagination and creativity of students.
One of the most noticeable benefits of integrating the curriculum is providing
students a reference point for math problems and giving them the ability to see real world
uses for math problems. Tchudi (1994) explains the common understanding that there is
more concrete learning when it comes from student interest and real world settings.
While some fictional stories are far from experiences in the real world, students are still
able to relate, because at an elementary age, these books are their reality. When we teach
math connected to literature, we are putting the math into a context to which students can
relate and understand (Shatzer, 2008). Thus, students are able to make connections in
their own life and see math in their reality (Bittner, 2014). When children read stories that
reflect their lives, they can connect it to their own life (Lamberg & Andrews, 2011). If
we are able, as teachers, to relate the math to these stories, students will easily be able to
relate the math to their lives just as they relate it to the stories.

Integrating Math and Literature
Not only do students benefit from this form of teaching, but also teachers. In a
standards and test driven education world, teachers can find peace knowing they are
meeting multiple content area standards while integrating math and literature (Shatzer,
2008). Additionally, linking literature to math allows teachers and students to become
exposed to a variety of problem types related to each story (Bell, 2013). This is
exceptionally beneficial when preparing for state standardized tests filled with unique
problems.

If students have exposure to these problems or can relate them to a story they

have read, they already have more tools than students who do not come from an
integrated classroom.
Strategies
The literature on the topic of integrated curricula is filled with a variety of
strategies for how to follow through with this idea. From the initial lesson planning to
review activities, there is support for each element of the curriculum. Literature states in
the beginning of a unit, it is important to keep goals clear and have an open dialogue with
the students. For example, Tchudi (1994) says we need to present math as a subject we
talk about just like the others. Additionally, we need to keep goals and intentions clear for
the unit, do not jump around in the teaching, and keep the unit focused and on topic.
The next step in creating an integrated curriculum is selecting a mentor text to use
for the unit. Before the book is chosen, the literature explains how it is important to
determine what type of book you are looking for and what its purpose will be in your
classroom. For example, Price (2009) suggests literature can be used in the classroom for
the following: to model an activity, to introduce a manipulative, to inspire new
experiences, and to prepare students for a new skill. There are many factors that go into
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the right book and it all depends on the age group of the class and the lesson at

For example,

visually

appealing.

imaginations.

Bittner (2014) explains the importance

of choosing a text that is

This type of book inspires children to think creatively

Additionally,

and use their

Price (2009) adds that we should pick texts that have a plot

or setting that is relatable to students. With this, we are able to take non-math
use their plot to come up with math problems

relating to the plot (Cullinan,

audience

is older, there are many ways to integrate

Cullinan

(1993) suggests using an old favorite and applying it to new math.

done by taking a favorite childhood

texts and
1993).

literature into the classroom

If the

as well.

This can be

picture book and finding ways to use it in the math

curriculum.
When beginning
literature

the lesson, the literature

before bringing the math into the lesson.

states to teach the book as a piece of
For example, Bittner (2014) says to

read the book all the way through once before beginning
(2011) supports this idea and adds that this is necessary
the literature

loses its meaning.

the literature

must be taught.

to focus on the math.

Lamberg

because if math is the sole focus,

It is important to make the lessons truly integrated.

First,

Then, a teacher can use what was taught about the literature

to relate it to the math instruction.
The following

examples

and excerpts

from the literature on integrated

provide many opportunities

and suggestions

literature

Tchudi (1994) says it is important

verbally
Providing

into a math class.
articulate

to do once you have introduced
to allow students to

what they are doing and how their literature is connecting

the opportunity

an integrated

for activities

curriculum

curricula

for students to do this will help them understand

to math.
the purpose of

as well as the math topic at hand. Cullinan (1993) suggests a
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variety of ways to use literature in the math curriculum. For the bodily-kinesthetic
learners, she suggests having students act out each scene of a story or step in a problem as
you read. Using their bodies will allow children to understand the math with the story in
the best learning environment for them. Another suggestion from Cullinan (1993) is to
have students create their own math problems relating to the plot of a story. After the
problems are created, students can then swap their problems and solve. When students
are able to write their own problems, they are able to see the connections on their own
and can relate that much more to the math going on.
The last, and possibly most supported, strategy from the literature involves the
connections to be made from this integrated curriculum. Shatzer (2008) encourages
teachers to provide activities for students that enable them to make and understand the
connections across all content areas. Most importantly, the literature of Cutler, Gikerson,
Parrott, and Bowne (2003) supports students constantly making connections in math to
literature, but also while reading a book to make connections to math. If we encourage
students to look for connections from subject to subject, it will be easier for them to make
connections during integrated lessons.
Context
The implementation of my thesis took place over a variety of contexts. The
lessons I created were used in both of my student teaching placements during the 20142015 school year. My first placement was in Wayne Township at Maplewood
Elementary School from August to December of20l4.

In Wayne Township, according

to the 2000 census, 12.8% of families with related children under age 18 fell below the
poverty level with the median household income being $45,011 (indy.gov).

At
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Maplewood, All students received free lunch and many were part of the back-sack
program that sent food home to families in need on the weekends. I was in a
kindergarten inclusion classroom with 23 students. Many of my students had not
received any formal schooling before beginning kindergarten.

Because preschool is not a

requirement in the state of Indiana, many families chose not to send their children to
preschool for various reasons. As a result, many of the typical school conventions had to
be taught to the students and constantly reinforced. This made teaching a bit more
challenging, but it was a challenge that was overcome by relating and connecting to the
students.
My second placement was at Immaculate Heart of Mary Catholic School (IBM)
on the north side of Indianapolis. This school was in a different part of Indianapolis than
the first school where I was placed and gave me the opportunity to test out my research
on a different demographic.

According to the 2000 census demographic information, the

Meridian Kessler neighborhood had 6% of families living below the poverty level and an
average income of $61 ,965 (indy.gov 2000). IBM is a private school in the Meridian
Kessler neighborhood in Indianapolis with no students on free and reduced lunch. At
IBM, I was in a fifth grade classroom from January to May 2015; during this time I
worked with both fifth and sixth grade math classes. In my fifth grade math class, I had
15 students at the beginning, but the number often fluctuated because students were
sometimes moved to other classes based on ability. My sixth grade class started with 18
students, but the number sometimes changed for the same reason as fifth grade. Because I
had different grades, I was able to try a variety of integrated lessons and see the
differences across both grade levels and topics.
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Data Collection
After the research was done and organized, it was time to put my findings to the
test and see what I could come up with. I collected most of my data through
implementing lesson plans using the strategies I had acquired through my research. I
relied on these as well as my reflections of each lesson to help me understand my
findings.
When creating each lesson, I first took into account the content of the lesson and
what math needed to be taught. Once the math portion of the lesson was determined and
set, I then looked for ways to connect literature to the lesson. I used text suggestions
from Schickendanz (2008) and Bartholomew and Kurs (2012) to find texts relating to the
math. Sometimes, there was a perfect match with a book. At other times, I had to stretch
it to make the connection to literature. In other cases, I would pick a lesson and a book
but, after further investigation, found it would not work the way I wanted. In times like
this, I opted to focus on the math and skipped the literature. When deciding what books
to pair with math topics, I thought about the difficulty of the topic and if having a book
would make it more understandable or give students too much to think about.
After a book was chosen, it was time to integrate it into the lesson. There were
two strategies I used when doing this, and I found each one worked in the given situation.
The first strategy was to introduce the book before even talking about the math; read the
th

book, then bring the math into it. This method was used with my 6 graders on balancing
equations. With this method, kids get hooked on what is being said, and the teacher can
easily get their attention before going into the math. I was able to guarantee I had their
attention when I started teaching the math portion of the lesson. The second method was
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in introduce the math first, teach a mini lesson, then introduce the literature to go along
with it. I used this method in my kindergarten lessons frequently and saw students
making connections throughout the lesson. With each method of integration, I made a
point of reiterating and constantly referring back to the literature. When I did this, I
ensured the literature was being used to help teach the math, not just as a warm up or
attention grabber at the beginning of the lesson. Examples of these lessons can be found
in Appendices A and B.
After the lessons were taught, I used a variety of methods to evaluate the success
and effectiveness of each lesson. For every lesson, I ret1ected on my own teaching, the
students' responses, and my own opinions on how I thought the lesson went. For some
lessons, I asked the students specific questions about reading in math class and what they
thought of it. For my students in the upper grades, I often used exit slips asking specific
questions relating to either the content of the lesson or their opinions of the lesson being
taught in coordination with literature. Having the students' opinions as well as my own
ret1ective opinions was an important tool I used to measure the strength of each lesson.
Findings
After collecting the data, I was able to look through all of my materials from my
research and lessons to find trends and commonalities from one lesson to the next. These
findings have allowed me to answer my original questions about how teachers integrate
the curriculum through children's literature. Through my research and implementation of
various lessons, I have been able to conclude that it is possible to integrate a math and
literature curriculum when the teacher knows his or her audience, uses the text
throughout the entire unit, and picks the right text for the needs of the lesson and
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students. Each of these findings came from specific experiences throughout my research
and are supported by by the students' and teacher's reflections and responses to the
effectiveness of each lesson.
Know Your Audience
An integrated curriculum can only work if it is useful to the students in the class.
Some students respond well to this method, while others struggle to see the value in it.
noticed this particularly in my sixth grade class. I had been teaching math for about a
week when I decided to try an integrated lesson (the lesson can be found in Appendix A).
We were about to start an introductory algebra unit and I knew it would be challenging
for the students. In order to make the complex lesson more relatable for students, I
introduced the topic with a piece of literature in order for the students to compare the
math to something else. I had chosen the poem A Balanced Diet by Robert Scotellaro
(1998). This poem talks about how a woman eats a balanced diet because whatever she
eats with one hand, she eats with the other. This means that ifher hands were the plates
on a balance, they would always be balanced because the same food is eaten on each side.
After reading the poem, I took it and applied it to the math we were about to do. I
explained to the class that what we did to one side of the equation, we had to do to the
other as well. I watched as some of the students were able to link the math to the
literature while others stared at me in confusion. I went through the poem again as well
as the sample equation in hopes of having more students understand the work that was
being done.

After the second time, more students understood, but there were still some

who I could tell were not seeing the connection.

At that point, I went through, explaining

the steps to solving this type of equation using just the math.

Integrating Math and Literature
Two things happened. First, the students who clearly understood the math
linkages to the poem, now stared at me with confusion. They could no longer see how
just the math was possible. Second, the students who originally did not understand with
the literature, were now able to see the problem clearly and could explain perfectly how
to solve the equation.
As a result of this lesson and the varied response, I was able to gain an
understanding of the group of students I had in the class with me that morning. Having
only taught them a few times before, this was a great insight into the strengths and needs
of each student. I was able to take what I had learned from this experience and apply it to
my daily teaching. Being able to truly know your students and the ways they best learn is
only going to make someone a better teacher. I noted in my ret1ection from this day's
lesson, "Remember this does not work for all students and cannot always be used for a
full class." Additionally, I wrote, "With a group of students diverse in their mathematical
needs, I need to find a way to tailor to their needs and help them succeed" (Teacher
Journal January 22).
Because I had a sixth grade math class that was clearly split with how they react
to an integrated curriculum, I responded in two separate ways. I knew this curriculum
only worked for half the class, so I no longer used the literature as an introductory piece
for the lesson. It did not make sense to introduce something to my class that would leave
half of them confused. Following that lesson, I did use the literature for whole group
instruction, but only after the math had been introduced. Using the literature and math
lesson above, I would restructure the lesson to look something like this:
1. Introduce lesson on balancing equations

14
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a. Explain what an equation is (equal on both sides) and that when you do
something to one side, you must to it to the other
b. Run through some simple examples of solving equations reinforcing the
idea that when you do something to one side, you must do it to the other
2. Check for understanding by giving students a problem to do independently
3. If students are struggling, introduce Balanced Diet poem (Scotellaro, 1998)
illustrating the balance on each side: it is only equal or balanced if you do the
same thing to each side
4. Check for understanding by giving students a problem to do independently
I tried this method with the sixth graders. In doing so, I noticed students who
originally did not see the connection were able to see a connection and understand the
problem once the literature was introduced. By looking at the literature after the math
was explained, the students who already understood the math were able to use this as a
supplemental tool to understanding and were not clouded by the additional material when
trying to learn the math.
Another solution I tried was to break the class into small groups and work through
the lesson in various stations. Initially, students were in a whole group for a mini lesson
introducing the topic and were engaged in explaining multiple ways to solve the
problems at hand. Once the mini lesson was over, students were broken up into small
groups. Because I knew my students and how they reacted to literature in math, I broke
the groups up such that all of the literature-oriented students were together. I then had
the class at various centers for the remainder of class. The centers were:
•

Math game relating to the topics covered in class today

15
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•

Independent work on specific problems relating to the topic covered in class today

•

Station with the teacher reinforcing the material
When doing these stations, I always had the strong literature group come to my

station first. During this time, I pulled a piece of literature relating to the content of the
math lesson and guided them in finding a connection to the math. I had them come to me
first so they had the supplemental material before they were asked to go work
independently on a topic they did not yet understand.
When the other small groups came to my center, I sometimes introduced the
literature or other supplemental materials. I knew some students respond best with extra
practice and more examples done together as a group. Others benefited from hearing the
literature even though they had not responded quite as well as the other groups. I used
this time not only to help the students better understand the math, but also as a way for
me to better understand the needs of my students. When I knew what they needed and
how they learned, I was better able to create a curriculum where every student would be
able to succeed regardless of learning styles and abilities.
Use the Text throughout the Whole Unit
I know a lesson is successful when students continue to talk about it after the
lesson has ended. I experienced this when I did an integrated lesson introducing
measurement in my Kindergarten classroom last fall (the plan and reflection for this
lesson can be found in Appendix B). For this lesson, I read the book How Big is a Foot?
by Rolf Myller (1962). This book is about a king who is trying to have a bed made for
his wife for her birthday. In order to know how large to make it, the king uses his feet to
measure the perfect length and width for the bed. He then tells the carpenter that the bed
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should be 6 feet long by 4 feet wide. When the carpenter makes the bed, he uses his own
feet to measure 6 feet by 4 feet. As the book continues, it turns out that the feet of the
carpenter are not the same size as the king, and the bed ends up being too small. The
book concludes with the town producing a model of the king's foot and declaring this
model as the standard unit of measurement for the town to use.
I used this text at the beginning of our unit on measurement when the students
were beginning to understand and use nonstandard units of measurement. The activity
that followed involved the children tracing their foot and then measuring it using tangram
squares and hexagons. By starting the unit with this book, the students were able to refer
back to the story throughout the week as we went deeper into measurement and started
looking in to more complex ways to measure. The second day of the unit involved the
students using different sized paperclips to measure various school supplies. As we
began the activity, one child noticed that the large paperclip was similar to the king's foot
and the small one was like the foot of the carpenter. My reflection from this day captures
how excited I was when students made these connections. I wrote:
WOW! I was completely blown away when my student brought up the
book we had read yesterday. I thought about the connections that could be
made, but before I was planning on bringing them up, they beat me to the
punch! I am thrilled this lesson stuck with them and I cannot wait to see
the connections they continue to make throughout this unit (Teacher
Journal, November 13)!
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Seeing the students bring up the lesson we had done the day before was not only
something that hardly ever happened in my kindergarten classroom, but also something
that proved the importance of the lesson.
As we continued the week measuring various objects using different tools to
measure, we were able to look back at the text we used and continue to apply it to the
lessons we were learning. Having this book, along with an anchor chart noting the
various ways to measure, was a great tool for the students to have as they worked through
the unit.
Even though the poem I used in my sixth grade math class was not initially
successful, I was able to continue to use it throughout the unit as a way to make
connections as the topics became more complex. I was checking homework a few days
after originally introducing the poem and noticed students were not keeping the equations
balanced. As a result, students did very poorly on the assignment. The next day, I
brought the poem back out and asked the kids if I ate a handful of jellybeans with one
hand and not the other if it was a balanced diet according to the poem. When they all
said no, I asked them if I subtract 2x from one side but not the other if it was a balanced
equation. After thinking about it for a while, all of the students were able to confidently
say no. I used this example along with an example from the homework to show them
how to keep the equations balanced.
I have found that it is easy to continue to use literature throughout the entirety of a
math unit. I have seen it as a benefit to the students as a way to reinforce the topic. I have
noticed introducing a mentor text at the beginning of a unit is similar to having an anchor
chart up in the classroom. It is something always available to the students as a resource.
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If they are able to see the connection, the book is a way for them to get some additional
support on a topic they may not fully understand.

Having this tool readily available

means it can always be pulled out whenever students need the added support.
There have been times when I specifically planned to bring the mentor text up
again in a future lesson and other times when I had not originally planned to use it, but
saw the need. I have planned to use the text multiple times if I am doing a long unit on
one topic; the text is used as a way to keep the students thinking about the topic
throughout the unit. With longer units, I noticed the children starting to get bored with
the topic and uninterested; by reintroducing the mentor text and continuing to apply it to
the unit, the students were given an extra burst of energy to get through the rest of the
unit and stay focused.
A time when I was not intending to reuse a mentor text was while using Ten
Apples up on Top (LeSieg, 1961) to introduce the number 10 to my kindergarteners.

The

unit had ended and it was not until a few months later when we started exploring the
numbers 11 through 20 that I was able to reintroduce the text. With this unit, we used the
ten apples from the text as a reference point for the numbers larger than 10. Although
this was not something that was originally in the plans for this unit, it became easy for the
children to understand the value of the larger numbers by relating it back to some of the
numbers we had previously discussed using that book,
By using a mentor text throughout an entire unit and referring back to it, I was
able to create a point of reference for the children to have as they made their way through
a unit. This has been beneficial in so many ways. The largest benefit has been the
confidence seen in the students when they are able to relate their math back to the text
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and understand a concept they originally had not. The benefits go far beyond this though,
and it is useful to continue to use a piece of literature in more than one lesson throughout
the unit.
Pick the Right Text
For each of the above situations to be successful in the classroom, one specific
item needs to be included in the lesson: the perfect text. Without a text, more
specifically, a relevant text, an integrated lesson would fail to be successful. I have found
that by picking the right mentor text for an integrated lesson, I am able to use it
completely and find many benefits from teaching math through literature. Additionally, I
have found it becomes very challenging for the lesson to be taught and ultimately the
children suffer from an underdeveloped lesson. Throughout my trials with an integrated
curriculum, I have seen both sides of choosing a text. In one instance, the text was not
successful and the lesson suffered. The second example showcases a lesson in which the
proper text was chosen and students succeeded.
My first semester of student teaching was the first time I had attempted to do an
integrated lesson. I was teaching the numbers 0, 1 and 2 to my kindergarteners and had
chosen to do an integrated lesson as an end-of-week review on the numbers taught that
week. I had chosen the Dr. Suess (1960) book One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish
with the assumption that the book would accompany the lesson well. I started with a
mini lesson reviewing the numbers taught that week in math. The class was then split
into two small groups where the book One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish was read
to reinforce the numbers 0, 1, and 2. Throughout the reading, students were asked to
count various objects in the text for additional practice with the numbers. After the book
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was finished, students were given a bag of goldfish crackers and asked to place the
correct number of goldfish on each fishbowl with the number written on it (materials
used for this lesson can be found in Appendix C).
While this lesson went well in terms on student engagement, there was no
connection from the text to the math that was done. Students were engaged with the
snack and the promise of eating it when the lesson was complete. Students had no
interest in the math and were not talking about the story while working on the activity.
As a result, students were not able to see the full benefits of an integrated lesson.
Because there was no connection, I am confident in saying it was a result of the text. I
knew when choosing the lesson that there was a small connection between the book and
the math, but that maybe with the activity it could work. While preparing for this lesson,
I had made numerous connections to our math and was prepared to share these with the
students. I had planned for them to count each fish, find examples of zero, one, or two
items and count them as well. As I was reading the book to the class though, I became
aware of the few connections students were making between the text and the lesson.
While all of their comments and connections were meaningful to them, they had little
relation to the unit. I mentioned in my reflection for that lesson that:
Instead of counting the number of blue fish (2) like I had asked, students
began to name all of the other colors they saw on the page. Students then
went on a tangent about their favorite colors and asked questions about my
favorite color (Teacher Journal, September 26).
Because there are fewer connections made to the math unit, students were now no longer
focused on the math and the integrated lesson had not served its purpose.
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As previously mentioned, I had huge successes with my integrated lesson using
the mentor test How Big is a Foot? (Myller, 1962). Students were engaged in the lesson,
joined in as active participants, and referenced the lesson multiple times throughout the
entirety of our measurement unit. Such responsiveness to the lesson would not be
possible without picking the proper text. Because I chose a text than not only had a
manageable plot for kindergarteners, but was also relevant to our lesson, I was able to
create a successful lesson and unit.
When introducing the mentor text, I related it to the unit we were about to start.
told the class we would be talking about measurement and learning how to measure
different objects. I then transitioned into the text by saying we would look at one
example of measuring and why it is important. After reading the book, I asked the class
questions about the measuring happening in the book and what happens when we use
different tools or units or measurement to measure objects. By asking the central
questions of the unit in relation to the text we had just read, the children were able to give
correct and relevant responses before even looking at concrete examples.
As the unit progressed, we worked on measuring various objects with different
tools. As we did this, students would bring up the text in relation to the work they were
doing. In these moments, I could see the importance of choosing the right text clearly.
Because I chose the proper text, I was able to create an exciting and lasting lesson for my
students.

Having picked a relevant text for the unit, students were able to successfully

use it, and the lesson was much more structured and organized than the integrated
counting lesson.
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After completing a mediocre integrated lesson and what I believe to be a stellar
integrated lesson, the importance of choosing the right text for each lesson became clear.
With a poor mentor text, a lesson is unorganized, almost chaotic. Because so much time
is spent trying to make a connection from the text to the math, the same amount of
teaching and learning time is lost for the students. Additionally, the vague comparison to
the text can leave students more confused than before the literature was used. When a
mentor text matches up completely with what is being taught in math, though, the
benefits are innumerable.

Students can clearly see a connection with little guidance from

the teacher, students constantly bring up the text in relation to math, and students are
excited to learn and practice the math skills they now understand.
Conclusion
With the introduction of an integrated curriculum, I have been able to better
understand the needs of students in math and how to better structure a math lesson.
Whether I am using literature or not, I have been able to see how important it is to find
new and exciting ways to teach math to elementary school students. Throughout the
research and trial period, I had the opportunity to tryout a variety of integrated lessons.
Some lessons went better than others, but I learned something from each lesson I taught.
Most importantly, I learned why it is important to integrate the lessons and how best to
do this.
Many experts including Meagher (2004), Wohlunter and Quintero (2003)
recommend teaching math along with a literature component for the sale reason of
appealing to a variety of learners. When I added literature into some of my lessons, I was
able to connect with students who had never been comfortable with math. By adding the
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literature component, these students were provided with an additional mechanism to
understand math. Additionally, the students who were more math-minded in my class
were able to take the literature and look at it with a math focus. As a result, I had
students who began to have a new and better appreciation for a subject they originally did
not understand or enjoy.
To create the lessons I implemented, I relied on the suggested strategies from the
literature I studied. The main method I used and found most successful was not to ignore
the text after it is used once. For an integrated lesson to be most successful, the text
needs to be used throughout the unit and talked about frequently. When students are
using the literature properly, they will better understand the math at hand. Encouraging
students to talk about the literature in relation to math as well as bringing up and
discussing the mentor text frequently are important ways to keep children engaged in the
text as well as the math.
While applying the research and strategies in my student teaching placements, I
found it incredibly beneficial that I knew my audience well and was able to create lessons
beneficial to them. When I started a new student teaching placement, I tried an integrated
lesson and was not as successful with the group as I had been with other groups. Upon
reevaluating the lesson and finding various ways to support my students, I was able to
reintroduce literature in the math classroom with a few small groups during center time.
Knowing specific students struggle with the added literature component, I have left it out
of the whole group lessons and have only used it in small groups. Knowing students is
important when generating any lesson, but specifically when an element is added that
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students are not used to working with in math. Understanding which students will benefit
from this lesson is key when trying to make an integrated lesson work in the classroom.
In selecting a text for an integrated lesson, it is important to keep in mind the
purpose for the text. If you need a text to teach a specific concept and you have to stretch
it to find the connection, choose a different text. The purpose of the text is to aid students
in the understanding of the math topic. When they have to spend more time
understanding the connection to the literature, the math is completely lost. On the other
hand, when students have a mentor text that is a perfect match for the lesson being taught,
students are given a tool to help understand the math. As a result, students are more
likely to have success with the concept by having a strong connection between the
literature and the math.
Supported by literature and my own trials, I was able to answer my initial
questions:
How do teachers incorporate children's literature into math lessons?
How do teachers integrate lessons through children's literature?
After answering these questions, I know how to integrate a curriculum and am confident
that it is a great tool to use to help students better understand specific math concepts. By
integrating lessons, I have seen first-hand the importance of this method and will
continue to use and recommend this teaching strategy in my future teaching career.
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Appendix A

6th Grade Integrated
Thursday

January

Lesson

22, 2015

Lesson 6-9 Pan-Balance

Problems

Standards
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.EE.A.2.C
Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables. Include expressions that arise
from formulas used in real-world problems. Perform arithmetic operations, including
those involving whole-number exponents, in the conventional order when there are no
parentheses to specify a particular order (Order of Operations).
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.EE.A.3
Apply the properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.1
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

Materials:
SRB
Math Journal
Math Masters
Robert Scotallero's A Balanced Diet
Warm Up:
Math message
o Ask students to explain how they solve problem 4
o Have students rewrite problems 1-4 without using a multiplication sign
Literacy Connection: Balanced Diet Poem
o Review poem and talk about how each side can look different, but it all balances
out
o Ask students "what are the ways the diet is balanced in this poem?"
o
We can play around to find what one elephant is equal to, similar to how we find
out what one square, block, orange etc. is equal to
Procedure:
• work through example on math journal page 230 as a class, make conclusions
about what is true about our balance
• work through problems 1 and 2 together as another example
• assign pages 231-232
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•

review answers and ask for varying solutions for each problem
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Appendix B

Kindergarten
November

Integrated

Lesson and Reflection

12,2014

How Big is a Foot? (Myller, 1962)
Purpose: Students will read Rolf Myller's How Big is a Foot? then work on a math
activity involving the information they read and listened to in the book.
Materials
1. long construction paper with heading and shape cues
2. Rolf Myller's book How Big is a Foot
3. die-cut hexagons and squares
4. pencils
Standards
K.RL.2.1: With support, ask and answer questions about main topics and key details in a
text heard or read.
K.SL.2.1 Participate in collaborative conversations about topics and texts with peers and
adults in small and larger groups
K.M.l: Make direct comparisons of the length, capacity, weight, and temperature of
objects, and recognize which object is shorter, longer, taller, lighter, heavier, warmer,
cooler, or holds more
K.NS.4: Say the number names in standard order when counting objects, pairing each
object with one and only one number name and each number name with one and only one
object. Understand that the last number name said describes the number of objects
counted and that the number of objects is the same regardless of their arrangement or the
order in which they were counted.
Materials
1. long construction paper with heading and shape cues
2. Rolf Myller's book How Big is a Foot?
3. di-cut hexagons and squares
4. pencils
Procedure
1. review the introduction to measuring we did yesterday
2. add more measuring tools to our list of tools we use to measure
3. introduce and read book
4. pause at end of book to check if there is anything else we can add to our list of
measuring tools
5. have students reflect on how we use different tools to measure by asking them:
a. "Do you think your foot is the same length as your neighbor's?"
b. "What are some ways we can see how long our foot is?"
6. After students have reflected on these questions, split the group into two small
groups to practice measuring their feet
7. Pass out paper and pencils, have students write their name on their paper
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8. On tile (so paper does not rip) have students trace their foot on the far left side of
the paper
9. Students will then use hexagons and squares to measure their foot.
a. Students will start on the bottom and stack the shapes (one column for
each shape) on top of each other from the bottom of their foot to the top
b. Students will count how many of each shape they had and write the
number on the line by each shape
10. Once the measuring is done, have each student in group share how big their foot
was
11. To informally assess in the end, choose two students who have different sized feet
and ask them:
a. "If I used student a's foot to measure, would it be the same as if! used
student b's foot to measure? What would be different?"
12. Have students clean up the remaining pieces and put away materials
13. Students work will be displayed on the bulletin board outside of the classroom

How Big is a Foot? Lesson Reflection

Today was one of the first lessons on measuring so we spent some time in the
beginning going over the anchor chart and basic concepts of measuring we discussed the
day before. After that, though I read the story and the students really enjoyed it. This
group loves being read to and are so attentive during read alouds. After the story, I asked
them different ways they could measure and they were able to provide many
examples.

At first, they started talking about different things they could measure instead

of the tools used to measure. After we clarified though, they continued to name a lot of
tools. We then did a small group activity where the students had to trace and measure
their own foot on a piece of legal paper. They then used di-cut squares and hexagons to
measure how long their foot was. It was great to see how they were making the
connection that if you use different sized tools, the "length" or number of units is
different.

They were able to connect this to the story by saying that it was like when they

measured the bed, 6 king feet are bigger than 6 apprentice feet and thus the bed was too
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small for the queen and did not work. It was amazing to see how they were able to make
this connection to the book while still having fun with math. This is definitely something
I did not have during my math classes. They were having so much fun but also
learning so much about the basic principles of measurement. After they had finished the
activity, they were able to talk about the activity and continued to make connections
long after the activity was over.
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Appendix C
One Fish Two Fish Lesson, Activity and Reflection
One Fish Two Fish September
Purpose: Students will review and practice the numbers 0-2 by reading the book One
Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish, counting the fish and other objects in the book, and
completing

an activity to show 0, 1, ir 2 fish.

Standards:
K.RL.2.1: With support,
text heard or read.

ask and answer questions

about main topics and key details in a

K.SL.2.1 Participate in collaborative conversations about topics and texts with peers and
adults in small and larger groups
K.NS.2: Write whole numbers from 0 to 20 and recognize number words from 0 to 10.
Represent a number of objects with a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count
of no objects).
K.NS.4: Say the number names in standard order when counting objects, pairing each
object with one and only one number name and each number name with one and only one
object. Understand that the last number name said describes the number of objects
counted and that the number of objects is the same regardless of their arrangement or the
order in which they were counted.

Materials:
1.
Colored goldfish divided into bags; at least 3 of each color in 1 bag per
student
2.
0-1-2 mats
3.
One Fish Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish (2)

Procedure:
1.
2.

3.

•
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Divide group into small groups
Review the numbers we learned this week
Read One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish Blue Fish
stop periodically to count the various objects on the pages in the book
pass out practice mats
explain what we will be doing
pass out goldfish
have students put 0 green fish on the fish bowl that says 0
have students put 1 green fish on the fish bowl that says 1
have students put 2 green fish on the fish bowl that says 2
repeat steps 7-9 for yellow, orange and red
have students whisper count as they place the fish in the bowl
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Closing
1.
have students state what numbers we worked on today and show it with
their fingers

One Fish Activity Reflection
This was the first integrated lesson I did and it was done in my kindergarten student
teaching placement.

The lesson was done in two small groups at the end of the day on a

Friday. Throughout the week, students had learned the numbers 0, 1, and 2 so I created a
lesson based on the book One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish. We read the book,
looking for and counting groups up to two. After we read the book, the kiddos did an
activity with goldfish and matching the number of goldfish to the number on their
paper. While the kiddos loved the read aloud and playing with goldfish, I noticed there
was not much connection to the book once we had finished reading. I think this was due
to two separate situations:
1.

I did not choose a book that focused solely on the numbers 0, 1, and

2. This book had many different numbers and a lot going on throughout the
story. I think the book was too heavy to be paired with an integrated lesson in
kindergarten.
2.

I did not reinforce the story during the activity. Once I closed the book, I

did not talk about it again during the lesson. It would have been beneficial to
both the students and me if I talked more about the book and truly integrated it
into the math lesson.
Overall, with this being my first integrated lesson, I was very pleased with how it
went. Although it was not a huge success, the process of creating and implementing
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an integrated math and literature lesson was a huge triumph for me during that stage of
my teaching career.
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Materials for One Fish, Two Fish Activity

o
zero

1

one
2

two
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Appendix D: Texts Used

5/6
5/6

Spatial Relations
Measurement
Measurement
Parts of a Whole
Fractions and
Decimals
Fractions and
Decimals
Algebraic Thinking
Algebraic Thinking

Literature Selection
Used
Fish Eyes
Ten Apples up on
Top!
The Philharmonic
gets Dressed
One Fish, Two Fish,
Red Fish, Blue Fish
There was an Old
Lady Who
Swallowed a Fly
Round Trip
How Big is a Foot?
Who Sank the Boat?
Hattie and the Fox
If you Hopped Like a
Frog
If Dogs Were
Dinosaurs
The Lorax
A Balanced Diet

6

Probability and Odds

The Hunger Games

6
6

Probability and Odds
Probability and Odds

Do You Wanna Bet?
How to Lie with.
Statistics

Kindergarten (K)
K

Mathematics
Focused On
1 to 1 correspondence
Numbers 1-10

K

Numbers 1-105

K

Numbers and
Counting
Patterns and Relations

Age/Grade

K

K
K
K
5
5
5

Author
Ehlert, Lois
LeSieg, Theo
Kuskin, Karla
Dr. Suess
Tabaack, Simms

Jonas, Ann
Myller, Rolf
Allen, Pamela
Fox, Mem
Schwartz, David
Schwartz, David
Dr. Suess
Scotellero,
Robert
Collins,
Suzanne
Cushman, Jean
Huff, Darrell
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